
RATING RATIONALE
19 January 2022

Globus Warehousing & Trading Pvt. Ltd
(erstwhile Soma Punjab Warehousing Pvt Ltd)

Brickwork Ratings converts the provisional rating to the final rating for the new term
loans of Rs.365.45 Cr., and reaffirms the rating for the existing bank facilities of Rs.7.15 crs
of Globus Warehousing & Trading Pvt. Ltd (erstwhile Soma Punjab Warehousing Pvt
Ltd). with a change in outlook to ‘Stable’.

Particulars:

Facility^

Amount (₹ Crs)

Tenure

Rating*

Previous Present Previous (March 2021) Present

Fund based
Existing Term Loans 294.85 -**

Long
Term

BWR BBB+/Credit Watch
with Developing Implications

(Reaffirmed)
BWR BBB+/Stable

(Reaffirmed with a change
in outlook)

Non-Fund Based
Existing Long-term

BG
7.15 7.15 Long

Term

BWR BBB+/Credit Watch
with Developing Implications

(Reaffirmed)

BWR BBB+/Stable
(Reaffirmed with a change

in outlook)

Fund-Based
New Term Loans 386.00 365.45 Long

Term

Provisional Rating;
BWR A+/Stable

(Assigned)

BWR A+/Stable
(Converted to final rating
from provisional rating)

Total 688.00 372.60 Rupees Three Hundred Seventy Two Crores and Sixty Lakhs Only

*Please refer to the BWR website www.brickworkratings.com/ for the definition of the ratings.
** Barring Rs.80 from the State Bank of India (due to technical reasons), the entire term debt stands completely
repaid
^Details of bank loan facilities are given  in Annexure I.

RATING ACTION / OUTLOOK
Brickwork Ratings (BWR) has converted the provisional rating assigned for the proposed term
loan facility of Globus Warehousing & Trading Pvt. Ltd (GWTPL or the company) into the final
rating. The rating assigned to the proposed term loan facility was provisional in nature, pending
the compliance of the terms and conditions precedent to the disbursement of the loan. BWR
understands that the terms and conditions precedent to the disbursement of the term loan, which
are broadly in line with what were envisaged at the time of assigning the Provisional rating, have
been complied with, and the term loan stands disbursed. BWR also notes that the amount
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disbursed is lower (at Rs.365.45 cr.) than what was envisaged at the time of assigning the
provisional rating. The conversion to the final rating is consistent with the available documents,
BWR’s policy on provisional ratings and the applicable regulatory guidelines.

BWR has simultaneously reaffirmed the rating assigned to the existing bank facilities of Rs.7.15
cr., of the company, while changing the outlook to Stable. The rating on the existing bank
facilities was placed under Credit Watch with Developing Implications. BWR understands that
the aforesaid facilities, which were issued to the company at the time of previous promoters
(Soma group), are in the process of being replaced by the facilities sanctioned recently by the
new consortium lenders. The term loans availed by the company have almost been completely
liquidated out of the disbursement of the new term loan (of Rs.365.45 cr.), while the existing
Bank Guarantees (BGs) issued are in the process of getting replaced by the newly sanctioned
BGs, and will be subsequently withdrawn. Thus, the outstanding rating on these bank facilities
remains unchanged.
BWR has assigned the ratings to GWTPL based on its audited financials up to FY21, H1FY22
(Provisional) financials, updated projected financials, sanction letters, loan agreement for the
new term loan, and other key updates and information provided by the management. BWR has
also considered the changes in the company’s management structure and ownership while
arriving at the rating of its new term loan facilities.

The ratings assigned to the bank facilities of GWTPL derive strength from the strong revenue
visibility in the form of assured offtake lease agreements with Food Corporation of India
(through Punjab Grains Procurement Corporation Limited) for all its warehouses, sound financial
strength of the new promoters and the availability of an elongated term loan repayment schedule,
as per the terms of the newly disbursed term loan (for the take-over of the existing term loans
and for financing the new asset purchase). The new term loan is also secured by the escrow for
its entire receivables, maintenance of a Debt Service Reserve Account (DSRA) for at least one
quarter (interest plus principal) along with an additional Cash Reserve Account, for an amount
equivalent to ensuing three months of debt service amount. BWR also notes that as per the new
terms, the company is not required to maintain an additional escrow/ trust retention account
during the tenure of the new term loan, as was proposed at the time of assigning the provisional
rating.
BWR also takes note of the management change in the form of the appointment of new directors
in GWTPL, by the new promoters, and the consideration paid to the previous promoters. BWR
also notes that the promoters had earlier planned to infuse funds amounting to ~Rs.290 Cr in the
form of Compulsorily Convertible Debentures (CCDs) in GWTPL. However, till 22 December
2021, the promoters had infused ~Rs.97 cr. only, which has primarily been used for the
acquisition of the assets of Soma New Towns Pvt Ltd. (SNTPL). Additional funds are expected
to be infused by the promoters at the time of the acquisition of new assets (if and when any new
opportunity arrives). Post the acquisition of the assets of SNTPL, the company’s warehousing
capacity has increased from 7,11,580 MT to 10,75,600 MT. All the warehouses are currently
operational, and the offtake lease agreements with FCI/PUNGRAIN are also in place.
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Furthermore, the new management had signed an Operational Maintenance Agreement (OMA)
and Lease Management Agreement (LMA) with Globus Agri Warehousing Pvt Ltd (the
Operator), wherein all the operational risks in maintaining the entire portfolio of warehouse
assets will be borne by the Operator. GWTPL is not exposed to any operational risks,
considering that it has entered a fixed-price contract with the Operator.

The ratings are, however, constrained by any remote possibility of a prolonged delay in the
renewal or cancellation of the lease agreements by FCI, which will impact its credit metrics.
However, the presence of a DSRA and Cash Reserve Account is likely to mitigate the said risk to
some extent.

Outlook: Stable
The ratings on the existing bank facilities were put on Credit Watch with Developing
Implications, considering the company was likely to acquire the warehouse assets of SNTPL,
and the implications of the likely change in its ownership structure on operations was yet to be
ascertained. However, all the consideration against the asset purchase has been made, and the
company is waiting for the lender (of SNTPL) to release charge on the assets. With the new
management for GWTPL in place and considering the fact that the consideration for the assets of
SNTPL has been paid, the outlook has been revised to Stable. BWR believes that the company’s
business profile will be maintained over the medium term. The Stable outlook indicates a low
likelihood of a rating change over the medium term. The rating outlook may be revised to
Positive in case the company is able to improve its leverage and debt coverage metrics, going
forward. The rating outlook may be revised to Negative if the debt protection metrics slip further
over the medium- to long-term period.

KEY RATING DRIVERS

Credit Strengths-:
Sound financial strength of the new promoters: The new promoters (backed by SAIML Pte.
Ltd.) own a large international fund house with sound financial strength. SAIML Pte. Ltd was
founded by senior fund managers with experience across global financial markets. The team has
managed over USD 25 bn in AUM across various asset classes.

Consolidation of warehouse assets: Post the consolidation of the warehousing business of
SNTPL (capacity 3,64,020 MT ) into GWTPL, the aggregate warehousing capacity has increased
to 10,75,600 MT. Thus, the company is expected to substantially increase its scale of operations
and will be able to report additional revenue of at least Rs.27 Crs (per annum) over the medium
term. All the warehouses were developed under the Private Entrepreneurship Guarantee (PEG)
Scheme announced by Food Corporation of India and had in place the assured offtake lease
agreement with FCI (through PUNGRAIN), wherein it gets a fixed rental income on a monthly
basis.
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Elongated repayment schedule: The new sanctioned secured term loans have an elongated
repayment schedule with a lower interest rate than that charged to its previous term loans, which
will provide additional cushion to its liquidity profile.

Secured payment mechanism: The term loans are secured by an escrow of all the company’s
cash flows arising from rental receipts of all its warehouses leased. Thus, there is no scope for a
revenue leakage. A DSRA equivalent to one quarter of interest and principal payment is also
required to be maintained by the company, along with an additional Cash Reserve Account, for
an amount equivalent to ensuing three months of the debt service amount.

Assured off-take agreement with strong counterparty: There is an assured offtake lease
agreement with FCI (through PUNGRAIN) for all its warehouses. The lease rental agreements
also provide rental escalation clauses, which are linked to a change in the Wholesale Price Index
(WPI). Counterparty risk is low as the payment is received from FCI (through PUNGRAIN),
which currently enjoys the highest degree of safety and carries the lowest credit risk.

Company’s operations not exposed to operational and maintenance risk: The new
management had signed an OMA and LMA with Globus Agri Warehousing Pvt Ltd (the
Operator), wherein the entire operational risk in maintaining the entire portfolio of warehouse
assets will be borne by the Operator. The Operator shall be responsible and liable for the general
operation, management and administration of all the warehouses. Thus, there is no operational
risk, considering that the company has entered a fixed price contract with an Operator.

Liquidity: Strong
The company’s liquidity profile remains robust, with strong expected cash accruals vis-à-vis the
debt servicing obligation, timely receipt of payments from FCI (through PUNGRAIN) and the
maintenance of a DSRA equivalent to three months of principal and interest repayment,s coupled
with an additional cash reserve account (for an amount equivalent to ensuing three months of
debt service amount), providing the required cushion for debt servicing. The company has a
principal repayment obligation of Rs.31.45 cr. in FY23, which is proposed to be met through the
cash accruals. The company does not have any immediate plans to acquire any more assets;
however, additional funds are expected to be infused by the promoters at the time of the
acquisition of new assets (if and when any new opportunity arrives).

Credit Risks-:
Termination or non-renewal of lease agreements from FCI (through PUNGRAIN): The
lease agreements signed with FCI are medium-term in nature. Hence, in the eventuality of any
prolonged delay in the renewal or cancellation of the lease agreements by FCI, the company’s
credit metrics are likely to be impacted. However, considering the past trend in the renewal of
leases by PUNGRAIN and the fact that the company’s godowns are located in highly
space-deficient areas, there is a strong likelihood that the leases may continue to be renewed at
regular intervals.
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ANALYTICAL APPROACH AND APPLICABLE RATING CRITERIA
To arrive at its ratings, BWR has considered the standalone business and financial risk of the
company, as detailed in the Rating Criteria (hyperlinks provided at the end of this rationale).

RATING SENSITIVITIES

Positive: The company’s ability to scale-up its operations, improve its operating margins and
improve the solvency position and debt coverage indicators considerably over the medium to
long-term will be positive for the ratings.
Negative: Delayed payments from the FCI on a sustained basis and a prolonged delay in the
renewal of the lease agreements can adversely impact its cash flow position and will be a
negative for the ratings.

COMPANY PROFILE:
GWTPL, an erstwhile group company of Soma Group, was incorporated in February 2011. The
company’s ownership has been transferred to Sapphire Warehousing Pvt Ltd (backed by
Singapore-based SAIML Pte Limited). GWTPL was set-up to execute warehousing projects in
Punjab under the Private Entrepreneurship Guarantee (PEG) Scheme (2008) by Food
Corporation of India. Erstwhile, it was awarded the construction contract for five warehouses,
located at Tapa Mandi, Malout, Muktsar I / II and Patti, as per construction and subsequent lease
agreement with PUNGRAIN on 13 October 2011. Presently, all its warehouses are operational
and generate adequate revenues. GWTPL has also recently paid all considerations against the
asset purchase of Soma New Towns Pvt Ltd, which will take its total warehouse capacity to
10,75,600 MT.

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE:
Key Parameters Units 2020 (A) 2021 (A)

Operating Revenue Rs. crs 55.64 55.83

EBITDA Rs. crs 39.05 35.89

PAT Rs. crs -19.05 -23.11

Tangible Net worth Rs. crs 32.95 47.66*

Total Debt/Tangible Net worth Times 9.41 7.19

ISCR Times 1.21 1.00

* Includes CCDs infused by the promoters
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Rating History for the last three years (including withdrawn and suspended)

S.
N
o

Current Rating (2022)
Chronology of Rating History for the past 3 years (Rating Assigned and Press Release date) along with outlook/ Watch, if applicable

Bank Loan Facilities

1

18 Jan 2022

Facilities Type Amt.
(Rs. Crs)

Ratin
g

FB Long
Term

- BWR
BBB+
/
StableNFB Long

Term
7.15

FB
New TL

Long
Term

365.45 BWR
A+/St
able

Total 372.60

17 Mar 2021

Facilities Type Amt.
(Rs.
Crs)

Rating

FB Long
Term

294.85 BWR BBB+/
Rating watch
with developing
implicationsNFB Long

Term
7.15

FB
New TL

Long
Term

386.00 Provisional
Rating: BWR
A+/Stable

Total 688.00

24 Dec 2020

Facilities Type Amt.
(Rs. Crs)

Rating

FB Long
Term

300.06 Rating
Not Reviewed
Advisory Issued

NFB Long
Term

7.15

29 Nov 2019

cilities Type Amt.
(Rs.
Crs)

Rating

FB Long
Term

300.06 BWR
BBB+
Rating
watch
with
develo
g
implic
ns

NFB Long
Term

7.15 BWR
BBB+
Rating
watch
with
develo
g
implic
ns

Status of non-cooperation with previous CRA- Not Applicable

Any other information: Nil
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ANNEXURE I
Details of Bank Facilities rated by BWR

Name of the Bank

Facilities (Rs. Crs)

Fund Based Non Fund Based

Total

Long Term Short Term Long Term

Cash
Credit

Payable
Finance Term Loan

Bill
Discounting

Letter of
Credit

Bank
Guarantee

ICICI Bank 87.86 87.86

Central Bank of India 137.59 4.50 142.09

Bank of Maharashtra 43.45 1.05 44.50

State Bank of India
(Erstwhile State Bank of Patiala) -* 0.50 0.50

Bank of Baroda
(Erstwhile Vijaya Bank) 1.10 1.10

India Infradebt Limited 96.55 96.55

Total 365.45 7.15 372.60
* Rs.80 remains outstanding (because of technical reasons)

Total Rupees Three Hundred Seventy Two Crores and Sixty Lakhs Only

COMPLEXITY LEVELS OF THE INSTRUMENTS- Simple
For more information, visit www.brickworkratings.com/download/ComplexityLevels.pdf

Hyperlink/Reference to applicable Criteria
● General Criteria
● Approach to Financial Ratios
● Services Sector

Analytical Contacts

Sudeep Sanwal
[Associate Director- Ratings]
[Board: +91 172 5032295/96]
[sudeep.s@brickworkratings.com]

Ashwini Mital
[Director – Ratings]
[Board: +91 172 5032295/96]
[ashwinimital@brickworkratings.com]

1-860-425-2742 media@brickworkratings.com
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For print and digital media The Rating Rationale is sent to you for the sole purpose of dissemination through your
print, digital or electronic media. While it may be used by you acknowledging credit to BWR, please do not change
the wordings in the rationale to avoid conveying a meaning different from what was intended by BWR. BWR alone
has the sole right of sharing (both direct and indirect) its rationales for consideration or otherwise through any print
or electronic or digital media.

About Brickwork Ratings
Brickwork Ratings (BWR), a Securities and Exchange Board of India [SEBI] registered Credit Rating Agency and
accredited by Reserve Bank of India [RBI], offers credit ratings of Bank Loan, Non- convertible / convertible /
partially convertible debentures and other capital market instruments and bonds, Commercial Paper, perpetual
bonds, asset-backed and mortgage-backed securities, partial guarantees and other structured / credit enhanced debt
instruments, Security Receipts, Securitisation Products, Municipal Bonds, etc. BWR has rated over 11,400 medium
and large corporates and financial institutions’ instruments. BWR has also rated NGOs, Educational Institutions,
Hospitals, Real Estate Developers, Urban Local Bodies and Municipal Corporations. BWR has Canara Bank, a
leading public sector bank, as one of the promoters and strategic partner. BWR has its corporate office in Bengaluru
and a country-wide presence with its offices in Ahmedabad, Chandigarh, Chennai, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai
and New Delhi along with representatives in 150+ locations.

DISCLAIMER : Brickwork Ratings India Pvt. Ltd. (BWR), a Securities and Exchange Board of India [SEBI]
registered Credit Rating Agency and accredited by the Reserve Bank of India [RBI], offers credit ratings of Bank
Loan facilities, Non- convertible / convertible / partially convertible debentures and other capital market instruments
and bonds, Commercial Paper, perpetual bonds, asset-backed and mortgage-backed securities, partial guarantees and
other structured / credit enhanced debt instruments, Security Receipts, Securitisation Products, Municipal Bonds,
etc. [hereafter referred to as “Instruments”]. BWR also rates NGOs, Educational Institutions, Hospitals, Real Estate
Developers, Urban Local Bodies and Municipal Corporations.

BWR wishes to inform all persons who may come across Rating Rationales and Rating Reports provided by BWR
that the ratings assigned by BWR are based on information obtained from the issuer of the instrument and other
reliable sources, which in BWR’s best judgement are considered reliable. The Rating Rationale / Rating Report &
other rating communications are intended for the jurisdiction of India only. The reports should not be the sole or
primary basis for any investment decision within the meaning of any law or regulation (including the laws and
regulations applicable in Europe and also the USA).

BWR also wishes to inform that access or use of the said documents does not create a client relationship between the
user and BWR.

The ratings assigned by BWR are only an expression of BWR’s opinion on the entity / instrument and should not in
any manner be construed as being a recommendation to either, purchase, hold or sell the instrument.

BWR also wishes to abundantly clarify that these ratings are not to be considered as an investment advice in any
jurisdiction nor are they to be used as a basis for or as an alternative to independent financial advice and judgement
obtained from the user’s financial advisors. BWR shall not be liable to any losses incurred by the users of these
Rating Rationales, Rating Reports or its contents. BWR reserves the right to vary, modify, suspend or withdraw the
ratings at any time without assigning reasons for the same.

BWR’s ratings reflect BWR’s opinion on the day the ratings are published and are not reflective of factual
circumstances that may have arisen on a later date. BWR is not obliged to update its opinion based on any public
notification, in any form or format although BWR may disseminate its opinion and analysis when deemed fit.

Neither BWR nor its affiliates, third party providers, as well as the directors, officers, shareholders, employees or
agents (collectively, “BWR Party”) guarantee the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of the Ratings, and no BWR
Party shall have any liability for any errors, omissions, or interruptions therein, regardless of the cause, or for the
results obtained from the use of any part of the Rating Rationales or Rating Reports. Each BWR Party disclaims all
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express or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, any warranties of merchantability, suitability or fitness
for a particular purpose or use. In no event shall any BWR Party be liable to any one for any direct, indirect,
incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special or consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or
losses (including, without limitation, lost income or lost profits and opportunity costs) in connection with any use of
any part of the Rating Rationales and/or Rating Reports even if advised of the possibility of such damages.
However, BWR or its associates may have other commercial transactions with the company/entity. BWR and its
affiliates do not act as a fiduciary.

BWR keeps certain activities of its business units separate from each other in order to preserve the independence and
objectivity of the respective activity. As a result, certain business units of BWR may have information that is not
available to other BWR business units. BWR has established policies and procedures to maintain the confidentiality
of certain non-public information received in connection with each analytical process.

BWR clarifies that it may have been paid a fee by the issuers or underwriters of the instruments, facilities, securities
etc., or from obligors. BWR’s public ratings and analysis are made available on its web site,
www.brickworkratings.com. More detailed information may be provided for a fee. BWR’s rating criteria are also
generally made available without charge on BWR’s website.

This disclaimer forms an integral part of the Ratings Rationales / Rating Reports or other press releases, advisories,
communications issued by BWR and circulation of the ratings without this disclaimer is prohibited.

BWR is bound by the Code of Conduct for Credit Rating Agencies issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of
India and is governed by the applicable regulations issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India as
amended from time to time.
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